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MODULE 7 

Bee enquiry

Time
1 hour + outdoor 
investigation

maTerialS
Coloured pictures of 
flowers in the graphs 
from the PowerPoint 
in the  Media Gallery
Photocopies of sheets 
F23 (graphs in colour 
if possible), F24

SkillS
Enquiry 
Reasoning 
Numeracy
Research
Design

keywordS
Pollination
Pollinate
Species
Clover
Dead nettle
Chives
Cornflower
Stachys (lamb’s ears)
Estímate
Ideas
Sample
Evidence

CroSS-CurriCular 
aCTiviTy
Numeracy
Cooking
Art
Design

Overview

Children watch bumblebees visiting plants to develop the skills of sampling. They use 
secondary data to develop science enquiry skills. They consider the implications of human 
dependence on bumblebees for some of their food and how they can encourage bees to visit 
a garden. 

Aims

To understand one way of taking a sample. 
To use enquiry skills to establish evidence from secondary data.  
To consider the importance of bees to food production.

Teaching sequence

Outdoor activities  
The children should have the opportunity to observe bees visiting plants and take a sample of 
these visits, see Module 6A. Children may compare their results with the data presented to 
them in the graphs sheet F��.  

Indoor activities
1.  It may be helpful to display the bee-visit graphs in colour using the PowerPoint provided 

on the Media Gallery, Food M7 Bee enquiry. Pictures of flowers used in the graphs are 
also shown on this PowerPoint. 

�.  Students work in threes and have a copy of the graphs sheet F��. They work through 
the exercises on sheet F�� (� sheets) from 1-11. This is not just a numeracy exercise. The 
children need to think about what they have seen, how long bees visited the flowers they 
looked at and incorporate these ideas into their answers. One pupil is the scribe (the 
scribe does not contribute to discussion), one student is the explainer of the answers and 
one pupil listens and asks questions relating to these explanations. They may need to do 
some research to find an answer. 

�.  Class plenary: each scribe explains to the whole class what the group has decided. 

�.  The last � activities on the second F�� sheet apply what the children have learned to new 
contexts and can be used for assessment.

Teachers’ notes

This activity should be done at the end of a unit on pollination and at a time of year when there 
are plenty of bees flying. Bumblebees are more likely to be flying in the morning and honey 
bees later in the day. Particular attention should be paid to vegetables in flower at the time. 
Pictures of plants visited by the bees in the graphs can be found on the PowerPoint in the 
Media Gallery Food M7 Bee enquiry or specimens of the flowers collected. 
Bees only visit during the day because they do not fly at night; it is too cold, even in summer, 
and bees rely on sight to see bee guides in the ultra-violet range of the colour spectrum. 
Moths and night flying insects pollinate plants at night; some plants are only scented at night 
to attract them. In a single collecting trip, a bumble bee will visit between 50 and 100 flowers 
and return to the nest carrying pollen and nectar.
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Graphs of bee visits to flowers: the actual figures may be helpful to answer the questions. 

 

Bee 1  chives �� Bee 6  Lavender �5

Bee �  chives �6 Bee 7  Lavender 7�

Bee �  chives �0 Bee 8  Cornflower �5

Bee �  chives 61 Bee 9  Stachys 15

Bee 5  purple dead nettle �0 Bee 10  Lavender 58

Bee 5  clover 75 Bee 11  Lavender �5

total 264 total 260

It only takes one seed to germinate to replace a parent plant. The plants shown in the graph have a long flowering period and 
there are many flowers per plant (look at the pictures in the PowerPoint) so the bees will pollinate a percentage sufficient to 
reproduce the parent plant, probably hundreds or even thousands of times over.   
We need good pollination of certain insect pollinated crops, particularly fruit crops, because we want a good supply of fruit.

Further research (or Extension activity)

The last � questions on F�� will need some further research. For question 1�, children will need to think about what other 
vegetables are available in other countries when chives are in flower. The beekeeper’s garden in question 1� here is only an 
example and not an exercise for children to fill in.  Gardeners should grow as many flowers for bees as possible because 
wild plants in meadows and hedgerows have declined tremendously over the past 50 years.   

Beekeeper’s garden for question 1� see 
Media Gallery Food M7 Beekeeper’s 
garden for enlarged version of plan.
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Involving parents 

Module 6A Paired Science: bees visit flowers could be used at home before the activity especially where school outdoor 
resources are poor

Health and Safety  

Bees will not sting unless annoyed in some way – keep at a distance and get closer only if necessary. 

Outdoor activities 

This section repeats section above – involving parents The children should have had the opportunity to observe bees visiting 
plants (Module 6A). They could try to follow a single bee and note the flowers that the bee visits, the time it was on flowers before 
it flew away. Students could compare their results with the graphs.  

Extension activity 

http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/antenna/bumblebee/ may be helpful. Ask the children to make a list of the questions that the 
graphs and the bees visit flowers concept cartoon (Module 6) raise. How would they set about answering such questions – what 
experiments could they do? How could their results be important for science now and in the future?  

Working like a scientist – theorising

Consider Charles Darwin’s (1859) work on bumblebees. He noticed a lack of clover pollination if bumblebee nests were 
destroyed. He found that bumblebee nests near the edge of a village or town were less likely to be damaged because the field 
mice which raided the bumblebee nests were killed by cats. What implication is there for clover pollination where there are no 
cats? (Pollination is less likely because fewer bumblebee nests survive and fewer bees complete their life-cycle.) 

Darwin, C. R. 1859. On the origin of species by means of natural selection. London: John Murray. 1st edition (page 7�) 
http://darwin-online.org.uk/content/frameset?itemID=F�7�&viewtype=text&pageseq=1
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Graphs of bee visits to flowers

On	27th	June	5	bees	were	followed	in	daylight	hours.	One	bee	(Bee	5)	went	to	two	species	
of	flower	one	after	the	other	but	another	bee	(Bee	2)	flew	away	quickly.	

6	bees	were	followed	in	daylight	hours	on	7th	August	

The	number	of	plants	growing	together	(the	density)	can	affect	the	number	of	bees	visiting.	
All	of	these	plants	types	have	many	flowers	on	one	stem.	



Bee visits to flowers

1.	How	many	chive	flowers	did	Bee	4	visit?
Answer:

2.	From	your	observation	and	sampling	about	how	long	a	visit	to	this	many	flowers	would	a	
bee	take?
Estimate:

3.	It	might	then	take	2	minutes	to	fly	back	to	the	hive	after	each	visit.		Estimate	how	may	visits	
bee	4	could	have	made	to	chives	or	other	flowers	on	a	June	day	that	was	warm	and	sunny?	
(average	time	per	visit	+	return	to	hive	x	hours	of	daylight	above	10o	C)
Estimate:    We think this because:

4.	Chives	flower	for	about	30	days.		If	it	rains	on	8	days	(bees	don’t	fly	in	the	rain).	How	
many	visits	could	bee	4	make	to	chives	if	your	estimate	in	question	3	was	repeated?
Estimate:

5.	Why	are	the	flowers	visited	in	August	different	from	those	visited	in	June?
Idea:

6.	Add	all	the	visits	shown	on	the	graph	that	were	made	to	lavender	flowers	on	7th	August?
Answer:

7.	Is	it	likely	that	only	one	bee	would	visit	these	plants	on	any	one	day?	How	would	scientists	
find	out	how	many	visits	were	made	and	which	species	visited?
Answer:    Ideas:

8.	Lavender	flowers	are	arranged	on	a	long	spike	of	flowers.	Why	is	it	a	good	adaptation	for	
a	plant	to	have	a	plenty	of	flowers	and	a	long	flowering	time?

Ideas:

9.	Why	did	the	scientists	only	follow	the	bees	during	the	day?	Are	plants	pollinated	at	night?
Ideas:
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10.	Why	do	you	think	poor	flying	weather	for	bees	will	make	very	little	difference	to	the	
number	of	seeds	these	plants	will	produce?	
Ideas:

11.	Why	do	scientists	need	to	know	so	much	about	bees	and	their	flying	habits?		
Ideas:

12.	Write	out	a	vegetarian	recipe	that	includes	chive	flowers	to	send	to	a	friend	who	lives	in	
another	country.	What	will	you	have	to	think	about	when	you	consider	the	fruits	and	vegeta-
bles	you	include?

13.	Can	you	make	a	plan	for	a	beekeeper’s	garden	so	that	there	would	be	plants	in	flower	
from	February	to	November?	Use	the	information	on	plants	that	attract	bees	(Teachers‘	notes	
in	Module	6)	and	do	some	research	on	the	internet.
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    Today I learned 


